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content type content type 2 content type 3 content type 4 content type 5 Toolkit label Curie domain range M, MA, O Repeatability Recording method
VES (vocabulary encoding 

scheme) or required value
SES (string encoding scheme)

Transcription 

method (if 

applicable)

notes for policy statement Application notes Personal notes

all M

all M

all M value TBD

all M i or c TBD

all MA

all MA

all MA

electronic carrier recorded sound CD-ROMs recording medium rdam:P30206 MA
MA for remote electronic, sound recordings, 

CD/DVD-ROMs

recorded sound playing speed rdam:P30201 MA

recorded sound configuration of playback channels rdam:P30184 MA

maps pics material rdam:P30304 MA

recorded sound groove characteristic rdam:P30164 MA

DVDs configuration of playback channels rdam:P30184 MA

recorded sound tape configuration rdam:P30185 MA

recorded sound material rdam:P30304 MA

recorded sound special playback characteristic rdam:P30138 MA

all M

all M

all MA

all M MARC21

all M o

all M MARC21

all identifier for manifestation rdam:P30004 Manifestation Nomen MA R identifier ISBN

maps horizontal scale of cartographic content rdae:P20226 Expression -- MA R

034$a is MARC driven. The single RDA 

element w:long reqs two MARC subfields. 

Ditto work:lat

maps vertical scale of cartographic content rdae:P20230 Expression -- MA R

maps longitude rdaw:P10301 Work MA R

maps latitude rdaw:P10300 Work MA R

all M MARC21

all M eng

all M rda

all MA NR anuc

all [??? - see personal note] MA structured MARC21

043 also aligns with specific elements: 

description of place, related place of work, 

and subject place

maps coverage of content rdaw:P10126 Work  -- MA R structured

all subject nomen rdaw:P10323 Work Nomen MA R structured DDC, LCSH, FAST, LCGFT, TGM

all creator agent of work rdaw:P10065 Work Agent MA R structured Y PS is where the nuances will come in around 

this element

A narrower element may be applied rather 

than rdaw:P10065, as appropriate to the 

resource.

I've reached out to Ben to see if I can get some of my inheritance questions answered.

all work manifested rdam:P30135 Manifestation Work M NR unstructured

mss title of manifestation rdam:P30134 Manifestation Nomen M NR unstructured normalized?

Mani: ti of mani has two condition blocks 

that apply to dev ised titles for archival 

resources. They both align with DACS2.3 

(collections) and DCRMMSS (single items)1.B. 

Instruct cataloguers to follow 

DACS/DCRMMSS rather than either block, 

because DACS nails it better than RDA does.

The PS will need to distinguish between MSS 

with dev ised titles, and MSS with formal titles. 

MSS with formal titles should use Mani:ti prop 

(and Mani: other ti info).

all title proper rdam:P30156 Manifestation Nomen M NR unstructured normalized

all other title information rdam:P30142 Manifestation -- MA R unstructured

all statement of responsibility relating to title proper rdam:P30105 Manifestation -- MA R unstructured

mss related timespan of work rdaw:P10317 Work Timespan MA R unstructured normalized

mss production method rdam:P30187 Manifestation -- MA R unstructured

all variant title of manifestation rdam:P30128 Manifestation Nomen O R unstructured

all designation of edition rdam:P30133 Manifestation -- MA R unstructured basic Choosing this over the super-element Mani: 

ed statement  because

all statement of responsibility relating to edition rdam:P30121 Manifestation -- MA R unstructured

maps scale rdae:P20228 Expression -- MA R structured

maps scale rdae:P20228 Expression -- MA R unstructured

maps scale designation rdae:P20291 Expression -- MA R structured RDA Scale designation

maps scale designation rdae:P20291 Expression -- MA R unstructured

maps additional scale information rdae:P20228 Expression -- MA R unstructured

maps projection of cartographic content rdae:P20216 Expression -- MA R unstructured

maps longitude and latitude rdaw:P10081 Work Place MA R structured

all place of publication rdam:P30088 Manifestation Place MA R unstructured normalized Making this NR precludes recording parallel 

place of pub. Do I want to do this?
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all place of production rdam:P30086 Manifestation Place MA NR unstructured

all place of manufacture rdam:30087 Manifestation Place MA NR unstructured

all place of distribution rdam:30085 Manifestation Place MA R unstructured

all name of publisher rdam:P30176 Manifestation Nomen MA R unstructured normalized Making this NR precludes recording parallel 

name of pub. Do I want to do this?

all name of producer rdam:P30174 Manifestation Nomen MA NR unstructured normalized Making this NR precludes recording parallel 

name of pub. Do I want to do this?

all name of manufacturer rdam:P30175 Manifestation Nomen MA NR unstructured normalized Making this NR precludes recording parallel 

name of pub. Do I want to do this?

all name of distributor rdam:P30173 Manifestation Nomen MA NR unstructured normalized Making this NR precludes recording parallel 

name of pub. Do I want to do this?

all date of publication rdam:P30011 Manifestation Timespan MA NR unstructured normalized

all date of production rdam:P30009 Manifestation Timespan MA NR unstructured normalized

all date of manufacture rdam:P30010 Manifestation Timespan MA NR unstructured normalized

all date of distribution rdam:P30008 Manifestation Timespan MA NR unstructured normalized

all copyright date rdam:P30007 Manifestation Timespan MA R unstructured

all extent of manifestation rdam:P30182 Manifestation -- MA R structured RDA Carrier Type; RDA Carrier Extent Unit; 

RDA Format of Notated Music

recorded sound DVDs duration rdae:P20219 Expression -- MA R unstructured

text maps illustrative content rdam:P30453 Manifestation -- MA R structured RDA Illustrative Content

text maps pics notated music DVDs colour content rdam:P30456 Manifestation -- MA R unstructured

pics maps recorded sound material rdam:P30304 Manifestation -- MA R structured RDA Material MA for SR only if shellac

pics production method rdam:P30187 Manifestation -- MA R structured RDA Production Method

maps polarity rdam:P30196 Manifestation -- MA NR structured RDA Polarity

maps notated music layout rdam:P30155 Manifestation -- MA NR structured RDA Layout

recorded sound DVDs configuration of playback channels rdam:P30184 Manifestation -- MA R structured RDA Configuration of Playback Channels

recorded sound playing speed rdam:P30201 Manifestation -- MA R unstructured

This element can also be recorded in 340$f 

OR in 344$b, which is where the Music Best 

Practices for RDA Cataloguing 2017 

Supplement recommends it be recorded. 

We don't have a VES so whether it's 

recorded in 300$b or 344$b (or 340$f), it is 

unstructured. The same info is recorded in 

007/03

I'm not sure of the value of recording it in 

34X if the data because the data is 

recorded in 007/03. To support 

identification/selection for v inyl only??

recorded sound tape configuration rdam:P30185 MA NR unstructured
MA only for formats where tape config 

varies (reel-to-reel). Otherwise the 007/08 

carries the information.

text notated music recorded sound DVDs dimensions rdam:P30169 Manifestation -- O R unstructured
Optional to cover which use cases? Serials… 

instances where copy comes in without 

300$c…

pics dimensions of still image rdam:P30171 Manifestation -- MA R unstructured I can't think when we get copy without. 

Therefore, MA

maps dimensions of cartographic image rdam:P30170 Manifestation -- MA R unstructured

all content type rdae:P20001 Expression -- M R structured RDA Content Type

The option to record the VES used as a 

source of info (336$2 sits in the PS rather 

than the AP because this source of info for 

an element is *not* itself an RDA element

all media type rdam:P30002 Manifestation -- M R structured RDA Media Type

all carrier type rdam:P30001 Manifestation -- M R structured RDA Carrier Type 

recorded sound type of recording rdam:P30172 Manifestation -- MA R structured RDA Type of Recording

all title of series rdam:P30157 Manifestation Nomen MA R unstructured Normalized

all numbering within sequence rdam:P30014 Manifestation Nomen MA R unstructured Normalized

monos serials ISSN rdaw:P10366 Work Nomen MA R identifier
Repeatablel only to record both series and 

subseries identifiers if present, and if we 

wanted to record both.

Why should we give a work identifier on a 

manifestation identify/select element? I'm 

not sold on recording 490$x when an 8XX$x 

does the same. Maybe the PS could instruct 

cataloguers to record the series identifier as 

a work identifier aligned with 8XX$x.

all note on manifestation rdam:P30137 Manifestation  -- MA R unstructured

recorded sound groove width rdam:P30308 Manifestation  -- MA NR structured RDA Groove Width of an Analog Disc

MA only for recorded music that has an 

atypical groove width for the material 

and/or production era.

all creator agent of expression rdae:P20053 Expression Agent MA R structured Y

monos serials related agent of work rdaw:P10311 Work Agent MA R structured Y Nuances will need to be spelled out in the PS

The curie carries the semantics of the 

relationship, therefore there's no 

requirement in 3R RDA to include a text 

string like 'editor', or 'author'. The PS could 

instruct cataloguers to include other VES 

terms in $e/$i. We're up creek for $j.

monos creator agent of manifestation rdam:P30329 Manifestation Agent MA NR structured Y Nuances will need to be spelled out in the PS Only for Rare materials? Very special LD?

all related work of work rdaw:10198 Work Work MA NR structured Y

serials related place of work rdaw:10316 Work Place MA R structured Y MA for newspapers only, not all serials.

all part of work rdaw:P10019 Work Work MA R structured Y

serials subseries of rdaw:P10101 Work Work MA R structured Y

 


